People's behavior depends on extremely complex, multidimensional processes. This poses challenges when trying to model their behavior. In the transportation modeling community, great effort is spent to model the activity schedules of people. Remarkably however, the frequency of occurrence of day-long activity schedules obeys a ubiquitous power law distribution, commonly referred to as Zipf's law. Previous research established the universal nature of this distribution and proposed potential application areas. However, these application areas require additional information about the distribution's properties. To stress-test this universal power law, this paper discusses the role of aggregation within the phenomenon of Zipf's law in activity schedules. Aggregation is analyzed in three dimensions: activity type encoding, aggregation over time and the aggregation of individual data. Five data sets are used: the household travel survey from the USA (2009) and from GBR (2009-2014), two six-week travel surveys (DEU MobiDrive 1999 and CHE Thurgau 2003) and a donated 450-day data set from one individual. To analyze the effect of aggregation in the first dimension, five different activity encoding aggregation levels were created, each aggregating the activity types somewhat differently. In the second dimension, the distribution of schedules is compared over multiple years and over the days of the week. Finally, in the third dimension, the analysis moves from study area-wide aggregated data
Introduction
The transportation research community invests heavily in understanding travel behavior. Modeling people's behavior in travel demand models is an extremely complex, multidimensional process. However, as demonstrated by Ectors et al. [1] , the frequency of occurrence of day-long activity schedules 5 obeys a remarkably simple, scale-free distribution.
As discussed by Ectors et al. [1] , the activity type exhibits a universal Zipf power law in study area-wide aggregated data. They suggested two practical uses of this universal distribution: (i) as an additional, necessary condition in a model's validation and (ii) as a possible way of extending mobility models 10 which are based on universal mobility laws. Such models (e.g. TimeGeo [2] or DITRAS [3] ) are predominantly based on universal mobility laws and less on disaggregated data, however they typically lack an integration of the activity type in their predicted mobility patterns. They have few tunable parameters.
For these applications, it is necessary to understand the extent of the uni-15 versal distribution. Therefore, this paper attempts to stress-test the observed distribution by investigating the effects of aggregation in several dimensions. In this context, aggregation refers to the process of combining individual records into one dataset. In other words, the phenomenon of a universal law is investigated on different scales (e.g. from large to small spatial or temporal scales). modelers, researchers and practitioners receive confidence in its extensibility. Chen et al. [4] list unresolved issues with respect to transportation planning applications. They mention how the ecological fallacy, i.e. the situation where a conclusion about individual behavior is drawn from data about aggregate be- 30 havior [5] , is a contemporary issue. This paper partially addresses this issue in the context of the phenomenon of Zipf's law in activity schedules by investigating the properties of the distribution down to the lowest level of aggregation, that is the individual level. Due to the power law's nature, a longitudinal data set containing observed activity schedules is required. 35 In the remainder of this paper, first a literature review offers background information on Zipf's law and other universal distributions within transportation sciences. Subsequently, the data and basic methodology for estimating a power law fit are detailed, after which the effect of aggregation is analyzed in three dimensions: activity type encoding, aggregation over time and aggregation of 40 individual data. A discussion section discusses some limitations of the research, and it interprets the analysis results with respect to the two suggested practical use cases of this distribution. The conclusion section finalizes this paper.
Literature review
The scale-free distribution which was observed in day-long activity schedules papers [6, 7, 8] .
The power law distribution belongs to the family of heavy-tailed distributions, meaning that the distribution goes to zero more slowly than an exponential function (that is, they have a heavier tail than exponential distributions).
Most commonly the discrete rank-size interpretation as Zipf's law is mentioned (Equation 1). For example, within the context of city sizes, the size of a city at rank r i scales with a factor 1/r i relative to the size of the largest city. The second largest city is half the first city's size, the third largest one-third its size etc.:
where φ represents frequency and r the rank. In other words, the size of a city is inversely proportional to its rank.
Zipf's law and other power laws can also be linked to Pareto distributions, which take the more formal form of
where x m > 0 the minimum possible value of X, and α > 0. Interpreting this equation for city size S yields P (S > s) = s s min −α = as −α for s ≥ s min (3) which states that the probability for a city to have a size greater than s decreases as 1/s if α = 1 under Zipf's law. In this equation, a is a scaling factor [9] . The 60 exponent α in this cumulative density function yields an exponent value of α + 1 in the corresponding probability density function (PDF). The above equations also illustrate the scale-free nature of these distributions. Zipf's law (or sometimes called the zeta distribution) can be considered as a discrete version of a Pareto or power law distribution.
same exponent value desires a universal mechanism which explains this distribution. However, most researchers agree that several mechanisms may lead to 70 the observed power law distributions [8] . Examples of such mechanisms can be found in literature [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16] as this is not the focus of the current paper.
Still, some research argues against Zipf's apparent universality. In a largescale study, 73 cities from across the world were analyzed for conformity with 75 Zipf's law. The analysis showed that a Zipf's power law had to be rejected in more cities than expected [17] . A meta study based on 515 estimates from 29 studies on city size distributions found that the power law exponent is actually closer to 1. [20] and travel time in taxi travel [21] . Power law distributions were also observed in bus transport networks [22] and in airport networks [23] . Some researchers also used these universal distributions in their 85 experiments [24, 25] . More recently, evidence for a universal Zipf power law in activity schedules was given [1] .
Activity schedules are often discussed in transportation-related literature, especially within the context of activity-based modeling. Activity-based models are a class of state-of-the-art models that attempt to predict the demand for 90 transportation (in an agent-based fashion) as a derived demand from the desire to participate in activities. Many such models typically build activity schedules for a synthetic population in a sequential fashion: mandatory activities are predicted first, after which non-mandatory (household maintenance) and discretionary (flexible) activities are predicted in succession [26] . In a similar 95 sequential approach, Rinzivillo et al. [27] proposed an Activity-Based Cascading (ABC) classification strategy to enrich mobility data that misses activity purpose information. Interestingly, compared to many traditional activity type inference approaches which annotate each movement independently, the ABC approach takes the context of full activity schedules into account, yielding su-100 perior classification accuracy. This approach is especially efficacious given the highly imbalanced activity type distribution which needs to be predicted. The activity schedule distribution in this paper obeys a power law distribution, which may also be considered severely imbalanced. Such a cascaded classification approach might therefore be very useful when utilizing the universal activity type 105 distribution within mobility models which are based on universal mobility laws (see section 1). pothesis test with null hypothesis that a power law distribution is appropriate.
Data description
A 10% significance level is recommended in this test [34] .
The PDF of a power law distribution takes the form of
where C a constant and α the exponent of the power law. When fitting a Zipf's power law on non-numeric data such as words in a text (see Equation 1) or in this research activity schedules, one fits a power law on rank-ordered (frequency) distributions of the data. Doing so, one will estimate the parameters in f (n) = C n −τ where n the (relative) frequency in the rank-ordered distribution and τ the so-called Zipf exponent. For a given data set, the two exponents α and τ are related by Equation 5 [37, 38] .
The estimates in this paper from the PoweRlaw package are those based on Equation 4, that is the estimates tabulated areα. Zipf's exponent τ = 1 yields an expected α = 2.0 according to Equation 5 , in order to confirm Zipf's law in 150 activity schedules.
Aggregation in activity type encoding
This analysis is aimed at investigating the effects of a transformed activity type variable on the activity type schedule distribution. The activity type variable may be transformed in to a new aggregation level by grouping some of the 155 activity types in to a new class.
Other research [39] found that there is a large effect from the choice of activity type classes on the activity type classification accuracy in the context of activity type inference in e.g. GPS data. In that research, the activity type variable was optimized, as it was demonstrated how an inappropriate choice of 160 the classes could be used to artificially increase classification accuracy. Although the context is different, the effects of different encoding aggregation levels on the distribution's shape needs to be evaluated.
Encoding aggregation levels
To analyze the effect of aggregation in the first dimension, the activity type 165 encoding, different activity type encoding aggregation levels were created for the USA NHTS 2009 data set as this data set contains one of the richest activity type (travel motive) variables. Starting from the original 37 activity types, denoted here as Level 0, four more sets of encodings were proposed, each aggregating (or grouping) the activity type classes somewhat differently. The approach cor-170 responds to constructing an encoding tree and pruning the branches to increase the aggregation level.
The first digit of the original Level 0 encoding corresponds to a higher-level group, while the second digit specifies the activity type in more detail. This is exploited to construct other encoding schemes.
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The level 1 encoding was constructed by retaining the first digit and subsequently grouping some of the second digits. This grouping of the second digits was conducted according to common-practice and targeted at reducing the number of distinct activity types, yet not as strongly as for Level 2. This moderate aggregation halved the number of activity types from 37 to only 18 distinct 180 categories.
The Level 2a encoding was formed by allocating the most appropriate category from the OVG HTS [33] to each NHTS category. This re-coding strategy was used as it results in the same number of activity type classes as in Level 2b (see further), yet it is made up out of different classes. This way, one can eval-185 uate whether the choice of activity type classes has an influence, independent of the number of classes. Only ten distinct activity type categories remain.
The Level 2b encoding provides the same level of aggregation (ten distinct categories), but is simply based on the first digit of the original USA NHTS 2009 encoding.
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The final activity encoding scheme, Level 3, offers the highest level of aggregation into only three distinct classes. For this scheme the original activity types were identified as either being of 'Mandatory', 'Maintenance' or 'Discretionary' nature [40] .
These five activity encoding schemes were used to construct day-long activ- 
Encoding effects on the distribution
The distributions of the resulting sets of schedules are illustrated in Figure 1 .
One observes that the power law regime (the linear trend on a log-log plot) 200 breaks down relatively quickly only in case of the most severe aggregation of Level 3; for the other cases it seems valid for the majority of observations. In general, the more aggregation is applied to the activity types, the less Zipf's law seems to hold across the whole data set. The effect seems in practice only significant at extreme levels of aggregation. Figure 1 also shows how the sets 205 of schedules based on Level 2a and Level 2b (both ten distinct activity types) are nearly indistinguishable, although their activity coding is different in some instances. Table 2 lists the power law estimates from the MLE + KS estimation procedure. With increasing activity type aggregation also the deviation from the theoretical Zipf's exponent increases. Still, a power law distribution remains 210 appropriate. The bootstrapping estimates are consistent with those based on the singular MLE + KS procedure. Figure 2 illustrates the data.
Long-term variations
As can be seen in Figure 2a , the distribution of activity schedules appears to 220 be extremely stable over a time period of several years. The estimates in Table 2 confirm this observation. The estimated power law exponent varies between The time dimension was also analyzed on a smaller temporal resolution, i.e.
for the days of the week. For this, the USA NHTS 2009 was used. Figure 2b   245 shows the distribution of activity schedules for different days of the week. Visually, their distributions are nearly identical. 
Multiple observation windows in individual longitudinal data
Lastly, the aggregation of longitudinal individual data over time will be 260 discussed in more detail in subsection 7.3 in order to investigate the buildup and evolution of the power law distribution.
Aggregation of individual data
The fact that Zipf's law seems valid on aggregated schedules for a whole study area was established [1] . It is however interesting to explore the limits of 265 Zipf's law when using less aggregated data. This section will analyze this effect, moving from study area-wide aggregated data to individual longitudinal data. The USA NHTS 2009 was used to analyze subsets. It is a significantly large data set, which avoids incorrectly rejecting a power law distribution due to insufficient data. Furthermore, each time only 2 subsets were created in this experiment. As illustrated in Figure 4 , subsets were generated based on gender, employment status and the use of PT. These subsets were chosen because they 290 might yield different transportation behavior (and we could observe different distributions for the subsets). Additionally, the subsets go from approximately equal sizes in case of gender, to a highly unbalanced ratio for the use of PT.
Visually, their distributions are nearly identical. have the same schedule at each rank. Additionally, all subsets have a p-value > 0.10, so the null hypothesis of a power law being an appropriate distribution 300 cannot be rejected. It appears that subsets of the data will also exhibit a power law distribution, possibly with slightly deviating exponent values and different schedules at similar ranks, provided that the subsets are not made too small. Figure 4a illustrates that the activity schedule distribution of men and women are nearly equal. Table 3 lists the top 10 schedules for both groups. One 305 observes how the highest-ranked schedules are the same for men and women, though occurring at slightly different frequencies. In general (and without surprise), the simplest schedules involving only one out-of-home activity occur with the highest frequency. Onward from rank five, differences between men and women begin to manifest. Most of the differences seem to confirm stereotypical 310 presuppositions, e.g. men work out or do sports more often, women most often do the grocery shopping.
As illustrated in Figure 4b , there are some differences in the higher-frequency range between employed and unemployed persons. However, in general the distribution seems to obey a power law. Table 4 lists With decreasing subset size, the power law regime will become smaller to the point where insufficient observations are present to reliably observe a power law. schedules are not fully independent in this case, but belong to one individual.
To analyze this question, three data sets were used: two six-week travel surveys not support the theory that Zipf's law is also valid for individuals. However, as can be seen in Figure 5a , the cases where the H 0 of a good fit is rejected seem to be not fully developed, having a large horizontal tail at the end of the distribution.
A simulation was build to reveal how a power law distribution may be Significantly more data than six weeks of trip data (incl. trip purpose) may 415 be needed in order to verify the above theory. To the author's best knowledge, such data does not exist for a large group of individuals. However, a 450-day data set of trip data was donated by a punctual user of the Moves smartphone application [32] . This data exhibits a clear power law, as illustrated in Figure 6 .
Two power law fits were included, the first based on the mean exponent valueᾱ 420 from the bootstraps, the second based on a separate MLE step without excluding any of the data. The difference between both fits illustrates how the distribution might still be evolving. Infrequent schedules did not have the chance to occur at a sufficient frequency to guarantee a power law regime over a large range.
Like in the other distributions (e.g. Figure 4 ), the power law regime breaks 425 down at low frequencies. In previous figures, individual weights were used to calculate frequencies which resulted in a smooth curve, whilst in Figure 6 data of a single user is plotted without the use of weights. Therefore, discrete plateaus of schedules occurring at the same frequency are visible.
The results from running the poweRlaw algorithms on this data are tabulated 430 in Table 2 . The estimated exponent is greater than estimated for other data sets, although the bootstrapping results yieldᾱ = 2.299 which is not an extreme value. Remarkably is also that the KS criterion does not exclude any data (x min = 1, the minimum frequency in this data). A higher than expectedα could also be a consequence of a still-evolving distribution, or perhaps the exact 
Discussion
This research worked with five data sets as discussed in section 3 and Ta There are many challenges in collecting such data; most likely the main difficulty is to ensure participant commitment throughout a very long time period 475 since the user has to consistently keep track of his or her activities. We have attempted to work with this issue by including two six-week household travel survey data sets in addition to the donated schedules from a single user. To the authors' knowledge, the two six-week data sets are the largest available travel survey data sets for a considerate number of people.
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Another approach to deal with the scarceness of longitudinal data is to start from a large amount of mobility data (e.g. GPS traces with stop detection) and then infer the activity type by means of a classification approach [27, 39] . Another approach would be to use the predicted schedules from an activity-based model. There seem to be some issues or challenges with both approaches. A integration of the activity type. This paper attempts to stress-test the observed distribution by investigating the effects of aggregation in several dimensions in order to understand the extent of the universal distribution. By systematically testing the limits of the observed law, modelers, researchers and practitioners receive confidence in its extensibility. Relevant findings with respect to these 510 applications include:
• From a practical point of view it is necessary to always consider a suffi-ciently large number of schedules in order to (visually) reproduce a power law distribution.
• In most modeling situations, the activity type classes may be chosen al-515 most without limitations. The optimization of the activity type variable (as in [39] ) will not affect the universal law property of the data.
• A temporally consistent distribution across different modeling years should be observable.
• Models producing individual, multi-day (long-term) schedules can be cal-520 ibrated or validated using this distribution (multi-day training data are scarce and preferably entirely used for training the model, making them inadmissible for subsequent validation).
• Different subsets of the population should also exhibit the universal distribution.
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• Though subsets of the data may exhibit the same universal rank-distribution, they could have different activity schedules at each rank, affecting the way they could be assigned to a synthetic population. If the model distinguishes subsets of the population (or if it distinguishes between weekor weekend days), the model accuracy can be improved by using subset-530 specific distributions.
Conclusion
The transportation research community invests heavily in understanding travel behavior. Modeling people's behavior in travel demand models is an extremely complex, multidimensional process. However, the frequency of oc- as an extra dimension in universal law-based transportation models. This work provides information about the limitations or surprising consistencies modelers 560 might expect in their implementations. The analysis results were discussed with respect to these applications.
Future research will try to correlate the stage of evolution of a power law activity schedule distribution to person characteristics, as well as modeling the mechanism that leads to Zipf's power law in activity schedules. Additionally, 565 more tests will be done on simulated longitudinal data (originating from activitybased models) or on activity schedules inferred from GPS trajectories combined with an accurate activity type annotation. Furthermore, concrete test with respect to the suggested applications will be conducted.
